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BOOK REVIEWS
Contempor~ry italy:

Its Intellectual and Moral Origins, by Count Carlo Sforza;
translated by Drake and Denise DeKay. New York: E. P. Dutton and Company, Inc., 1944. $3.50.

Count Carlo Sforza has exceptional qualifications for the task. he has set himself
in this study. Scion of an old aristocratic family of strong patriotic antecedents,
with. estates in the old Duchy of Modena, he studied law at the Universities of Pisa
and Naples, and entered the diplomatic service at the age of twenty-three. Since
1896 he has thus had contact with a dozen nations in Europe, Asia, and Mrica, and
experience as member and head of the Italian Foreign Office, until at last he
became a voluntary exile when he resigned as Ambassador to France and broke
with the Fascist regime. Upon his more recent return to Italy he led the opposition
to the House of Savoy and temporarily held a cabinet post. He has spent much
time in the United States, lecturing at universities and participating in the Wil'!>
liamstown Institute of Politics.
In this book, growing out of lectures at the University of California in ~942·43,
Count Sforza attempts to explain to foreign readers "the bonds between the past
and present" that serve for the comprehension of the Italy of the twentieth century.
To this end he begins with a rapid historical survey from the Renaissance and
the Reformation to the present, calculated for readers who are not familiar with
Italian -history, including religious, cultural, and scientific as well as political movements and giving a large place to dominant personalities and regional influences.
When he comes to his own diplomatic experience and his personal contact
with political leaders, the author renders his best service. Thus Chapter XV,
on foreign policy, dealing in detail with the Algeciras Conference, is revealing
both as to the tangled webs that were woven by diplo~atic intrigue under the old
system of the balance of power and as to the personal frailties of men who were
entrusted with heavy responsibility for the fate of Europe. American readers will
be int~rested by a passing reference to the ignorance of the American representative concerning .the matters under discussion, an ignorance, incidentally, which
was tragically matched later by our representation at Versailles after the First
World War.
In the matter of Italian politics, one is struck by the strong personal sympathy
of the aristocratic author for the more radical popular leaders; such as the Socialists
Bissolati, Turati, and Treves, and by.his advocacy of the redistribution of the great
landed estates to the peasants. In general it seems clear that Sforza's judgment
of political personalities is rathet: strongly affected by personal friendship or
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antipathy. Thus Giolitti, who was generally regarded as a clever and somewhat
shifty politician,_ wily enough to make himself indispensable in crises, appears in
these pages as a pure and selfless patriot; _and Benedict XV, the political pope
whom simple Cath<?lics could call a "bad man," here appears in a most favoraVble
light. On the other h.and, men like son~n.0, Nitti, and Pius X are shown on the.ir
worst- side. Naturally, D'Annunzio and Mussolini are treated with scornful contempt, which is doubtless their due. In fact, throughout the book Mpssolini bobs '
up with the evil persistence of the head of Charles I, whenever he can be compar
to his disadvantage with another leader. Bonomi, who has just recently become
Premier, is treated -With friendly respect~
The skeptical reader will be mildly troubled by the author's infallible
prescience, wherever Count Sforza's own. past judgment is quoted in the many
critical junctures of Italian and European politics. It seems hardly possible that;
any mortal could have been so impeccably prophetic. Nevertheless, his hindsight
is generally accurate, and this book can be read with profit by anyone who wishes
to understand. the devious ways by which our suffering world has come-to its present
sad estate. It .bears a warning for our own incipient Fascists.
The translation (from the Fr.ench) is generally well done. The proofreading'
leaves something to 1;>e desired, and occasionally the translation of Italian quotations is incorrect. The appendixes contain valuable reference material.
J 0 H N S. No L LEN

Russian Cavalcade: a Military Record, by Albert Parry. New York: Ives Washburn,
Inc., '1944~ $3.50 •
The Tempering of Russia, by Ilya Ehrenburg; translated from the Russian by
Alexander Kaun. New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1944. $3.00.
Russia and the Peace, by Bernard Pares. New ·york: The Maonillan Company,
1944· $2.50 •
Highlights of Russian military history, popularly told and invitingly illustrated,
make Russian Cavalcade both readable and timely. Part One recounts great campaigns of the past, such as that of Suvorov in Italy and the defeat of Napoleon
under Kutuzov. In this section two chapters are of special interest; the first tells
of the capture of Berlin .by Russian troops in 1760, a brief and inconclusive victory; and the other, "Abe Lincoln's Cossack General," is the little-known story of
John Basil Turchin, ne Ivan Vasilievich Turchaninov, who among other Civil War
~ploits, brilliantly led "Turchin's Brigade" of Illinois and Ohio men at Chickamauga and Missionary Ridge, and who died so recently as 1901. Part Two of the,
book, "The New Chiefs," provid~ informative and interesting accounts ~f the
military leaders pf the Soviet Union in this war, although those most prominent
today were not so when the book appeared and in some instances are hardly mentioned. In the third section are chapters dealing with the heavy weapons of the
Russian army, such as tanks and artillery, with the air force, the cavaIry, and the
glorious defense and victory of Stalingrad. This is meant frankly to be;a popular _
book, and it is a good one. The author,· Albert Parry, grew up in the Cossack:
country and witnessed military actions there in the First World War. Now a
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resident of Chicago, he is a trained historian who has the gift of writing well for
the general reader. The pictures are excellent. Notes and an index add to the
usefulness of Russian Cavalcade.
"
The Tempering of RUssia Qffers scores of intimate and villid glimp~es of Russia's vast and terrible conflict. This is reportage of a high order, not the factual
telling of military campaigns of the communiques, but human flesh and blood
accounts, the lives, the sufferings, the bitter struggles, the unquenchable hatred of
the enemy and~the her9ism of millions-of all Russia, Ehrenburg would have us
believe. Places and people are named. Towns, villages, streams, hills, woods are
11.0t only named but are portrayed as they were before the Germans came and
as the invaders left them, as the Soviet soldiers, regular or guerrilla, found them
when they were retaken. Most of the people in the book are the little people,
who would never in ordinary times be heard about. This book must inevitably
be compared with the kind of war reporting we have in Ernie Pyle's articles and
books. The method is much the same. There is one great difference, however,
and that is that Ehrenburg is as assertively political as Ernie Pyle is meticulously
- careful to avoid political ideology. Indeed, as was mentioned above, Ehrenburg
works overtime to conVince the. reader that his is the voice of all Russia. It should
be remembered that these articles were written for Red StaT, Pravda, and-Izvestia;
their propaganda is patent. A special preface is provided fOli American readers.
But if the official Russian policy comes anywhere near Ehrenburg's, i~riIl go hard
with Germany at the peace,. table.. This is a very valuable book; noufing else like
it exists. It is a powerful record of a nation at war~ but a complete reading of it
produces both a monotony and a cumulative sense of excessive horror and brutality
that makes one wish to tum to something more pleasant and less "searing," as the
jacket blurb has it. In the original form of newspaper articles these unwelcome
effects would, of course, not appear.
Much the most solid book of these three and the one most likely to be of
permanent importance is Bernard Pares' Russia and the Peace, which out of a
rich knowledge of Russia, one of the richest anywhere to be found, deals with Russia's position today and in the world ahead m~re understandingly and sensibly than
anything else this reviewer has seen. Sir Bernard's study of Russia at first hand
goes back to 1898; he has visited Russia twenty-one times since that date, four of
those visits since the Oclober Revolution. He has lived with and observed the
Russian army, been attached to the British Embassy, and when not in Russia has
taught Russian history, language, and literature, and lectured on Russia in England,
Canada, and the United States. This book, which attempts to answer the ques-·
tions about Russia that have been put to Sir Bernard on his lecture tours, is not
the kind of glib and wholesale settling of world problems that has glutted our
presses now for a long time, but a thorough discussion of the background and
meaning of the Russia that bulks so largely in present world affairs and will unquestionably continue to do so for a long time. The author is aneamest apostle of
co-operation among Russia, England, and this country. What he has to say in
Russia and the Peace ought to convince or convert any reader whose mind is open
even a little way. In his first chapters Sir Bern~ attacks the c~nter of the pro~
lem, fear of Russia and fear of Communism. He then deals both lucidly and abl~
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with every vital issue involved. This is the kind of book we need. It is scholarly
.
yet eminently readable; it is both !imely and sound.
C. V. WICKER

Road to the Ocean~ by Leonid LeoDov; translated from the Russian by Norbert
Guterman. New York: L. B.,Fischer, 1944- $8.00.
Dasha, by E. M. Almedingen. New ·'York: Harcourt, Brace and Company. 1945.
$2.50 •
The OTdeal~ by Arkady Perventsev. New York and ~ndon: Harper and Brothers,
1944· $2.50 •
.
•
"Today we are faced with the pre-eminent fact that if civilization cis to survive
we must cultivate the science of human relationships-the ability of all peoples,·
of all kinds. to live together and work toge~er. in the same world, at peace:' As
FrankliI!. Delano Roosevelt shaped this creed and\spent himsetf for its realization,
we shared that belief and followed him with faith. Now these last words carry a
charge of emotion inevitably transferte4 to a reading ~f Road to the Ocean, Dasha,
and OTdeal, wherein-we may live and work with those Russian people who so
recently shared our national grief. These novels are laboratory equipment for
that science of human relationships. We know too little. understand-too little of
that "Russia, so wounded. so scarred and lovable and sometimes inlpossible· ... but
[with] ...all within her ..• caught up into a wonder of groWing." as Miss Atmedin.ge~'s Frossia says...All of these books sp~ak of this Russia and her people. N~w,
more than ever before. it is our obligation to listen.
To me, the finest and most profo1J.nd of the three is Road to the Ocean, by
Leonid Leonov. pro-Soviet son of a bourgeois f~ly. novelist. playwright. journalist
on the Red Army staff. defender of Stalingrad. The novel is a 1936 product, only
now reaching us in translation. It is tPe story of Alexei Nikitich Kurilov, chief of
the Political Bureau of the Volga-Revizan Railroad, Cheremsbansk District. It
might be subtitled "The Death of Alexei Nikitich" and thrown into relief, with
I\:urilov's significant life force dwarfing his death, against Tolstoy's Ivan Dlch.
whose tragedy was not his end but the fa~t that 1].e never really lived. This is not
ah easy book; its skein is
.twisted as life itself. its. fibres as tough and opaque.
Kurilovs life touches several interwoven groups of characters; his immediate family.
~e Prot~k1itov brothers, Gleb and Ilya; Arkadyi Pokhvisnev and his niece. Lisa;
tl,te rapacious Blankenhagels; the grasping Omelichevs; Tartar Sayfullah and Katia
and others of the Cheremshansk Komsomol organization. It is a cross section of
Russia. old and new. working out its destiny. The Protoklitovs and BlankeDhagels
depict the varied fates of the old aristocracy; the Omelichevs, of the coarse merchant adventurers; Pokhvisnev and Lisa, of the minor bourgeoisie; Sayfullah and
Katia. the v,igorous new growth. In cutback and reverie. their stories finally unfola
about the central figure of Kurilov as, his fate already sealed by cancer. he nevertheless experiences a late rejuvenation (we think of Tolstoy's Prince Audrey and
t,he oak). We discover what he lived for; we see with some bewilderment, perhaps,
. his visions of the new world, "Ocean." remo~e and Utopian in the East.
The book is rich and full; even in translation Gorky's judgment of Leonov--

as
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"he uses words as a painter uses colors"-is deserved. Vignette follows vignette,
gripping and elemental: Kurilov's revolutionary activity;, the march of Spirka's
peasants rising against Blankenhagel tyranny; the picture of old Porozhensk; Say- \
fullah's\Wrecking of his beloved engine in the snowstorm; the saga of greedy Ivan .
Omelichev, who diea"collapsed on his own short shadow with his hands spread
out, just as he used to sleep, face downwards, on the cobblestones heated by the
midday sun." This books seems to me a vital-work in a new Russian literature
which Will tell us as much .about the new Russia as Tolstoy and Dostoievsky reveal
of the old-both of them one Russia, after all.
As E. M. Almedingen's Frossia typified the revolutionary "sowing days" at
Petrograd, her Dasha reveals their harvest in the children whom that generation
rescued and matur~d for the new Leningrad. Frossia's protege, the tiny crippled
Dasha, cured and educated in the Crimea, flowers as a soulptress in Kraspole and
at the Leningrad academy. She comes to spiritual maturity with, the young, sensitive Gleb, former vagrant-a besprizorny~transformedby Soviet education into an
inspired professor of Russian literature. Varied groups of characters-of the Kraspole artel of toymabrs, of the branch of the University, 6f Frossia's Leningrad
circle-are sharply and deeply drawn to give again a sense of eager growth that
m~ks sp much modem Russian writing. Readers of Miss Almedingen's autobiography, Tomorrow Will Come~ will know that her love for these' new Russians is
not a party matter, for she, like her Frossia~ suffered with the dispossessed until her
emigration in 1~2. With Leonm's Kurilov, she knows Russia's "creative power";
with his Lisa she could say, perhaps, "It's strange, but when talking to them one
feels that one wants to do something big in order to. have the right to say ·we'." .
Hers is a sensitive and gentle understanding.
Ordeal~ by Arkady Perventsev, speaks of~ that "som~thing big."
Bogdan
Dubenko and his people move a southern Ukrainian aircraft factory from the
path of invasion to the wealth and resources of the Urals. It is harder to feel the
people in this book; the sheer mechanical force of their achievement against time,
cold, bitIng snow, and ruthless attack overshadows the individual and leaves him
inarticulate. The long trip on flatcars, the blasting of what had to remain behind,
the single-minded sacrifice of those who accomplished this task within an incredible
two months-all these compel respect and promote understanding for the "we"
of Russia. From actual factory experience, Arkady Perventsev, like Leonov a
Red Army novelist and journalist, brings us an illuminating report from a nation.
Perhaps Igor of Dasha can sum up the import of these books for us: "Years
ago I believed and I still believe that someday we will recognize men beyond each
others' frontiers. Perhaps when many hearts get hurt in some great sorrow or
other. A wounded heart is the same, be it covered with Russian or foreign flesh:'
KATHER.INE

SIMONS

Brazilian Literature: an Outline~ by Erico Verissimo. New. York: The MacmillanCompany, 1945. $2.00.
Brazilian Literature~ originally written to be read as a series of public lectures
at the UDiversity of California at Berkeley, presents to the reader in an informal,
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conversational manner the history of Brazilian belles-lettres (together witJ1 pertinent historic, geographic, and social background) from the beginning up to the
present day.
At the outset Senhor Verissimo makes it clear that he is not a critic, but a
storyteller. He. is writing not because he thinks that Brazilian literature is "really
a vital subject," or that the. "writers and thinkers of my ~untry are unusually
important," but because, "I am sure that the best key to the soul of a country is
the works of its writers, and I know how important it is for us North and South
Americans to know each other."·
Veri~imo is much more successful as a ~toryteller in the earlier chapters;. as
he approaches the modem era the absence of perspective and critical selectivity is
more apparent. Although he states that he doesn't want.his audience to fall asleep
while he monotonously repeats writers' na+es and titles, there are no less than
sixteen authors on one page alone I Th~re is a dearth of true criticism in the
wealth of such phrases as the. following: "learn~d and understanding," "described
brilliantly," "impressive," "clear and pl~asant style," "essayist of distinction," "a
minor classic," "my favorites," "fine biography," "brilliant," "sound biographies,"
"top-ranking," "distinguished man of letters," "one of the most significant figures."
At the end of this parti~ar chapter Verissimo states that he has a "vague sensation" that he has just finished copying a telephone directory. The reader f~els
unfortunately obliged to agree with him.
In all fairness, nevertheless, Brazilian Literature makes for interesting reading,
and, at the present time, is probably the best and most complete history of Brazilian
literatUre written in English.
ALBERT R. LOPES
4

.@

'The Heart of Jade, by Salvador de Madariaga. New York: Creative Age Press, 1944$3.00•
When so eminent a hist~rian as S~iior de Madariaga turns. novelist, it is not
surprising that he should people his pages with the great personages of the past he
has studied and ~tten about so thoroughly nor that he should overlay the story
with so much erudition as this book proffers: The theme and plot of The Heart of
Jade have to do .with the struggle between two great cultures, that of Christian
Spain, itself a complex of influences from Visigoth, M~r, and Jew, with that of
the Aztec in the New World.' Alonzo Manrique, the hero, personifies the former,
.and the heroine, Xuchitl, daughter of Nezahaulpilli, sec~nd only to Moteczuma
among the Aztec rulers of the time, represents the latter. Scenes of the book are
about evenly divided between the ,Old World and the New, and among the hundred
or so characters, approximately ~alf. are historical figures and half are imaginary.
There are many sub-plots and themes interwoven with, the main one and there.
are many episodes. Intrigues at the Aztec court, .the Inquisition in Spain, the
expulsion of Moor and Jew,- a Moorish love story, .~d the epic of Conquest by
Cortes and the fall of Moteczuma, not to mention a wealth of lore concerning the
Aztecs, their religion, superstitions, social and political organization, daily life and
customs, all help to expand a rather bbvious plot into six hundred and forty,rich
and colorful, ·if somewhat complicated, pages. This is no idyllic rendering of the
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romance inherent in the history and legend of the Mexican Conquest. Alonzo and
Xuchitl do not meet until page 42'], by which time the reader's appetite for
romance has been slightly tempered. Yet Senor de Madariaga never loses control
of his plot or its symbolisms. The two cultural streams meet with Alonzo's arrival
at Ne~ualpilli's court. He rescues Xuchitl from Aztec. barbarity and ove!comes
her already' shaken trust in pagan beliefs; she accepts Christianity as taught her
by Alonzo, they are married, and return to Spain.
The vividness of many fine descriptive passages and the fully drawn portraits
of a great number of characters both :Qistorical and imaginary testify to the thoroughness of Senor' de Madariaga's conception and artistry. Those who do not
object to a large admixture of sound learning along with a historical novel will
find The Heart oj Jade a most pleasurable and solid reading experience.
MAR Y

AND

C. V.

WI eKE R

A Modern Foreign Policy jor the United States, by Joseph M. Jones. New York:
The M-acmillan Company, 1944. $1.35.
The Second Chance: America and the Peace, by Gordon A Craig, Gerhart Niemeyer, John B. Whitton, Frank. D. Graham, Edward S. Corwin, Jerome S.
Bruner, George F. Thomas; edited by John B. Whitton. Princeton: Princeton
.
'
University Press, 1944. $2.50.

As one of that increasing group of talented alumni who find that they cannot
operate efficiently or wi$ integrity in the fustian atmosphere of the State Department, Mr. Jones is qualified to throw some well-deserved brickbats at this Sacred
Cow of our national government. It is the author's thesis that the State Department is satisfied to shuftle along with nineteenth century equipment and outlook
to meet the enormously more complicated exigencies of the present. The Department is scored on three issues: lack of principles in formulating a predictable
foreign policy, hopelessly worn machinery for the execution of policy, and a poorly
informed electorate. Recent events have taken some of the sting out of Mr. Jones'
contentions. It should be pointed out that publication of A Modern Foreign Policy
predates the conferences that began at Bretton Woods and continued with other
considerations at Dumbarton Oaks, Chapultepec, and Yalta. These m~y have
.served to allay some of Mr. Jones' fears, if not his vigilance, for the proposals
made at the~e historic sessions echo the requirements he lays down for a' vigorous
foreign policy. The matter of implementation of course still remains to be seen.
Despite the new appointments to the State Department".which als,o followed the
writing of this book, few of the author's ~arbs are blunted in regard to the Department's traditionally tight-lipped attitude on the release of information. The in~u
lation of the Department from American life and thinking must be overcome, the
author warns, if we are to avoid a repetition of the inertia which confronted Wilson
after Versailles. As Mr. Jones tersely puts it, "the inadequacies of democracy can
only be cured by more democracy." His suggestions for overhauling the Department
and for effecting a freer exchange of views and information among the Chief
Executive, the State Department, Congress, and the people could be studied with
much profit.
~
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The Second Chance is a collective work. The contributors, leading scholars in
their special fields, have written a series of related papers on the basic issues, of
international co-operation. Broadly, the authors try to determine the ,political,
economic, legal, social, and spiritual' prerequisites which will assure a world free
• from the menace of war. World eve~ts are rapidly approaching the parallel years
of 1919-20. The authors, all members, of the Princeton Group for the Study of
Postwar International Problems, present their respective treatments with an earnest
desire to avoid the mistakes of the past. Space permits reference to only a few.
, Writing on "The Senate and the Peace," Professo~ Edward S. Corwin discusses
the "one-third plus one man" of the upper house who have it within their power
to make a like fiasco of this, peace as they did 'of the last one in r~jecting the
League of Nations.' Quoting from an abundance gf constitut!0nal practice and
interpretation, Professor Corwin shows that the ultimate' acceptance by this country of an international organ:ization for the maintenance of peace could be resolved
by way of "trea~" or "agreement." The former'would need the consent of that
one-third plus one of the Senate as prescribed by' the Constitution. The latter
would provide an alternate device wh1~ would not allow a small group 'of selfwilled men to frustrate a mandate from the people. Professor Corwin is on the
side of tlle angels, but neither method, it seems to this reviewer, is basically,. representative of the people. An amendment to the Constitution calling for a majority
vote in both Houses for the ratification of treaties would be a' more democratic
expression of the people's will. Professor Frank D. Graham, writing on "Economics
and Peace," develops the curious argument that our trade with those nations in
the 1930'S suspected 'and destined to become the aggressors.. was an attempted demonstration on our part of "good will" albeit "poor 'sense." This leads Professor
Graham to the twisted deduction that "the lesson of the last century clearly is that
we cannot get peace through liberal econo~c policies." This is spurious thinking
and cheap business terminology thoroughly out of keeping with the honestly searching tone of his colleagues. Gordon A. Craig contributes a particularly cogent paper
on the forces working against continued collaboration with our allies, with a warning that nothing short of disaster faces us if we are to falter from the course of
action initiated at Moscow and Teheran.
This volume does not pretend to have all the answers. It does, however, air
. the questions over which many of us are puzzling these days. One common note
stl"qck by all the contributors and undersCored by Jerome S. Bruner in his excellent
chapter' "Public Opinion and the Peace," is the clear acceptance of American
responsibility to act in concert with other nations to forge an enduring peace.
IRVING

BRODKIN

TVA-Democracy on the March, by David E. Lilienthal. New York: Harper and
Brothers, 1944. $2.50 • '
'
"This is a book about tomorrow:" With these words, David E. Lilienthal's
TVA-Democracy on the March commences. In its illuminating pages the reader
may hope to find no "tone of Olympian neutrality." Of this, the author, Chairman
of the Tennessee Valley Authority, warDs us disarmingly at the outset. His avowed
purp?se is to dispel the fog and shadowy fears of centralization, socialism, and
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bureaucracy which becloud the popular conception of this gigantic undertaking.
For it is the author's unshakable conviction that the TVA idea can be carried
out elsewhere, and that in the doing so lies the hope of tomorrow.
What did the TVA seek to do, and how? On the principle that what happens
to the land, the forests, and the water determines what happens to the people,
the TVA impounded water, reforested slopes, and enriched the soil. Everything,
Mr. Lilienthal insists, depends upon how the job is done. Two considerations are
paramount. The approach must.be comprehensive and all-embracing, in recognition of the unity of nature's resources. And the people, without coercion and
inspired by a sense of urgency, m~t participate to the fullest possible extent, else
their freedom will be imperiled and democratic principles .be violated.
The chief point which Mr. Lilienthal brings out in his iteration of the importance of the way in which the thing is done is that of decentralized administration of
centralized authority."Our task," he states-and, with other Federal agencies in
mind, one cannot refrain from applauding-"is to invent devices of management
through which many of the powers of the central government will be administered
not by remote' control" from Washington but in the field."
The three essential TVA ideas are. expressed as follows:
I.-a federal autonomous agency, with authority to make its decisions in the region
2.-responsibility to deal with resources, as a unified whole, clearly fixed in the
regional agency, not divided among several centralized f~dcral agencies
3.-a policy, fixed by law, that the federal regional agency work co-operatively with
and through local and state agencies.
Such co-operation is achieved by making the fullest use of pre-existing agencies
through a multiplicity of contracts. The inevitable differences of qpinion, as
.between agencies and as between the authority and the people for whose benefit
it was set up, were settled by conferences on the spot. The field workers and
technicians lived among the people and acquired thereby. an accurate knowledge
of their desires.
The authority involves a watershed embracing portions of seven states, with
an area equal to that of England and Scotland combined. The Tennessee, a major
river of great volume, is fed' by five tributaries, each a considerable stream in its
own right. The rainfall of the region is the heaviest in eastern America, and
the people lived in imminent danger of Hood. The birth rate among the 4,500,000
iDhabitants of the valley is the highest in the country. Their farms average seventyfive acres, and more people depend upon the income from each acre of £arm in
this area than in any part of the country. In 1933 the annual income was as low
as $150 per family in some counties, and much of the soil was impoveriShed.
In terms of physical achievement, twenty-one dams, several among the largest
in America, were built; 175,000• acres of land were
cleared; 140 miles of railway
Q
and 1,200 miles of highway were built or relocated; two and a half times as much
concrete as used in the Panama Canal was poured; material twelve times the bulk of
the seven great pyramids was removed; 40,000 men and women were employed.
The result included· the generation last year of half as much electricity as the utilities of the entire country produced when we entered World War I; the planting
of 150,000,000 seedling ,trees, many of which have attained a height of twenty-five
C'

.
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feet in ten years' time; the healing of gullies and erosion scars; the protection of
river ban,lts and fields through ground cover; the'digging of hundreds of thousands
of ditches to divert waterftow; the installation of 20,000 soil-enriching demonstration farms comprising 3,000,000 acres; an increase of thirteen per cenF in ~
grains and thirty-three per cent in h~y; a stepping up of from thirty to' sixty per
cent in the production of meat, milkt eggs, -and dairy productS without the employment of additional acreage or manpower.
The following table provides an index to the economic improvement' of the
people during the ten-year period between_ 1933, when the TVA started;' and th~
~ddle of 1943:
Increase in
Increase in country
TVA region
at large
Per capita income .. :-•............. ~ . . . . . . . .
73%
56%
Bank deposits ..............•..... : .. ;......
76%
49%
R.etail sales
~ ........•"'.. .••
81%
71%

.

.

From point of view of return on the investment, Mr. Lilienthal presents the
following figures. The total expenditure to date is approximately $700,000,000,
allocated thus:,
;0

Hydroelectric power -. " ..
L •••••••••••••••••••••• $450,000,000
Flood .control ..•..................... "~ . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . •• 140,000,000
Navigation
,........................................... 110,000,000
0

','

•••••••••••••

$700,000,000
Net profits 011 power will be sufficient at the end_ of· a thirty-year period to
refund the entire hydroelectric inves~ent and leave a highly efficient and profitable
paid-up plant which should endure almost indefinitely. The annual operating
cost of the $250,000,000 installation charged against- flood control and navigation
is $3,000,000 against iln estimated annual saving of $8,000,000 in' shipping costs
and $1,000,000 in flood damage.
Mr. Lilienthal paints a convincing figure of benefits to the people of the valley
in terms of physical possessions and economic prosperity. The pay-off, obviously,
should be expressed in terms of human happiness. Unfortunately, no y~dstick.
for such measurements has yet been devised. .The auJhorholds that the. people
have, under their 'own leadership and by dint of resourcefulness and singleness of
purpose, seized upon modem tpols of opportunity and raised themselves out of
~verty to a self-confident, self-assured, and "chesty" state.
~ The reader of this quite unexpectedly 'absorbing and inspiring book is swayed
by the eloquent evidence of its well-chosen photographs, its impressive but not
burdensome statistics, and its persuasive if biased arguments. Nevertheless the
reader wishes it were possible {or ~ to read for himself the hearts of the inhabitants of the valley.
Mr. Lilienthal paints a convincing picture of benefits to the people of the valley
which quite staggers the imagination and makes the petty, piecemeal operations
of other agencies p!gmy by comparison. He carries a crusader's banner and heads
a procession too mighty to be ignored. One has a prescience of swords rattling
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angrily in scabbards, of harsh words and some little bloodshed.- His book cannot
be blinked. Inevitably one asks oneself: Does the promise and the hope of
tomorrow for .men everywhere lie, as the author deeply believes, in the TVA
lipattern?
THOMAS

NICKERSON

Navaho Witchcraft~ by Clyde Kluckhohn. Papers of the Peabody Museum of
American Ardlloology and Ethnology, Harvard University, Vol. XXII, NO.2.
Cambridge, Massachusetts: Published by the Museum, 1944. $2.25.
Death and witchcraft are probably the two subjects about which it is hardest to
induce Navaho Indians to speak. That he has been able to publish a full-length
monograph on the latter topic is in itself ample evidence of the patience and pf the
scope and'intensity of the researches of Dr. Kluckhohn. The author has been
gathering materials concerning Navaho witchcraft since 1923. In this book he is
able to present the results of interviews with no less than ninety-three Navahos.
In describing Navaho witchcraft Dr. Kluckhohn remains as close;,as possible to
the categories and thinking of the Indians. The Navahos, for instance, make a
terminological distinction between evil-doers who destroy by "shooting" foreign
substances into the bodies of those whom they envy and hate and others who gain
their nefarious ends by reciting a spell over some possession or bit of personal offal
of the one they would harm. Therefore, in
,. Part I of his monograph, Dr. Kluck~
hohn treats these various techniques separately and systematically.. This section
- closes With a discussion of the behavior which belief in witchcraft has evoked (the
extreme care in disposing of nails and hair cuttings, for instance) and of the number and kinds of people accused of witchcraft. Elderly men with ceremonial prerogatives and some political power are mo~t often the targets of witchcraft charges,
and there is to be found a marked tendency for sons-in-law to see something sinister
in the activities of their fathers-in-law.
In Part II, which deals with interpretations, Dr. Kluckhohn first concerns himself with ¥istorical analysis, with the broad comparisons between Navaho patterns
of witchcraft and those of the Apache, t;he Pueblo peoples, and others. He then
turns' to a mode of treatment which interests him'" much more, and skillfully
describes the functions of witchcraft in interpersonal and group relations, its utility
in scapegoating and in the release of aggressions. "We should be putting the matter over simply but not altogether incorrectly if we said that a belief in witchcraft
was Navaho culture's substitute for 'race prejudice,' .. says the author in one place.
He also shows how the rivalries and frustrations growing out of the social organization direct thinking about witchcraft and fears of witchcraft. The manner in which
witchcraft: ideology is used as a means of social control is also developed. This
entire theoretical section is extremely stimulating and is a distinct contribution to ,r
method.
_
So that the reader may draw his own conclusions independently and spin his
own theories if he cares to do so, Dr. Kluckholm provides as Part III a series of
appendices containing the source material from which he worked. Here are to be
found rare tales and amazing anecdotes set down unembellished in the inimitable
phraseology of the Indian informants. Dr. Kluckhohn is to be congratulated on
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the rich body of material he has gathered and on the excellent use he has made of
it. This volume is a welcome and impor~t contribution to,the literature relating
to the Navaho and to the Indi~ of the Southwest.
,

MORRIS

EDWARD

OPLER

The Navajo and Pueblo Silversmithsl by John, Adair. Norman: University of Okla.
homa Press, 1944. $4.00..
Indian Silverwork of the Southwest: Bridlesl notes by H. P. Mera. General Series,
Bulletin No. Seventeen. San~ Fe: Laboratory of Anthropology, 1944- $0.75.
An eminent anthropologist once said to me, "I am' interested in people not
potsherds" I The ethno10giC'.u account of a native craft which glorifies the ','pot,"
expatiates on the technology, and neglects the person is, alas, too familiar. ,The
silver is beautiful but what of the silversInith? From whom does he learn his
craft and lVhat does it cost him in time and substance? What becomes of his products, who gets them, and for .what consideration? What is their ultimate fate? What
effect have his activities on his faInily economy; and those of his colleagues on the
economy of the group? How does his craft influence human relations, interpersOnal, interfaInilial, intertribal? What happens to his silver when he dies? One of
what, to me, are the three most valuable features of John Adair's book is that it
answers questions such as these. The following quotations, selected at random,
illustrate this feature in' a small way. "Thus the Navajo's jewelry serves three
functions: as decoration, to display his wealth, and as collateral against which he
can borrow at the trading post." "If the silve.r looks new, people are likely to
compliment the owner on it and ask him how much he paid for it." Nor are the
history and technology of silversmithing neglected. Although the author was not
able to add much to Arthur Woodward's very excellent Brief History of Navajo Sil,versmithingl there is an interesting recapitulation, and equipment and technology
are dealt with at. considerable length.
. In another feature, the twenty-four splendid plates, again we see not only
photographs of some of the finest examples. of the silversInith's art-conchas,
buckles, ketohs, bracelets, bridle headstalls, necklaces, buttons, pins,' earrings, rings,
tobacco canteens, and 'some otlrer miscellaneous types-but also photographs of
all these, objects fulfilling their functions on the persons of the peopfe both past
and present, as well as pictures of the makers. and the making. Finally, the third
featur~, the account of pueblo silverwork and silversmiths, especially those of Zuni,
was long overdue and with it Mr. Adair has filled a void in the literature on the
American Indian. Although the Zuni made jewelry of brass and copper during
the first half of the nineteenth century and learned the art of silversmithing from
,the Navaho not long after the latter had acquired it themselves shortly past the
middle o£.thecentury, this is the first account of any consequence of silversInithing
.in thi~ .pueblo. Although Navaho silverwork was commercialized as early as 1899,'
the fact that commercialization of Zuni silver was delayed until after 1920, was of
co1J!Se partly responsible for our comparative' ignorance of it~
The little booklet from the Laboratory of Anthropology presents twelve excellent photographs of silver headstalls for Navaho bridles, selected from the collections of the Laboratory so as to illustrate the development of methods of decorating
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silverwork, from simp!e engraving or incising, through stamping by means of dies,
to rePoussage. The pictures with Dr. Mera's concise and informative notes are of
significance not only for the Navaho specialist but for the history of art in general,
for they demonstrate the often repeated succession from the severely classical to
the baroque. If the subject had been something other than bridles, bracelets let
us say, it would hav~ been possible to include illustrations of the neoclassical revival
now begun, and thus complete the story.
LELAND C. WYMAN

The Navaho Door: an Introduction to Navaho Life, by Alexander H. Leighton and
Dorothea C. Leighton; foreword by John Collier. Cambridge: Harv;lrd Uni'
versity Press, 1944. $4.00.
Frequently teachers. or friends who are not professional anthropologists ask
me to reco~end some book which will introduce them to the Navaho Indians
and yet will not be so techniCal that they must immediately refer to a second book
in ord~r to understand the first. In The Navaho Door, ~e Leightons have so1ved
my probleIq. Written at the suggestion, of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs
and intended primarily for the use of Indian Service workers, the book is admirably
suited to the needs of anyone who wishes a generalized account of Navaho origins,
history, and government relations together with a short description of the social,
economic, and religious ~fe of individuals. The text is illustrated with thirty-four
well-chosen photographs and two maps.
The authors are concerned with the necessity for understanding similarities
as well as differences between the Navahos' way and our own way of meeting
probleins if we are to be truly successful in our relations with them. They believe
differences should be comprehended and adjusted, not magnified, and that administrators in any minority group situation should be willing to meet the people of
another culture halfway rather than to' expect from them the entire effort.
Since both authors are physicians they are primarily interested in health education and medical procedures. They offer innumerable concrete examples of techniques for dealing with Navahos in both the hospital ward and the outpatient
department. They analyze certain aspects of native religious practice which white
doctors and nuries Can use in persuading Navahos to submit to hospitalization and
medical treatment. Specific Navaho attitudes and thought patterns are described,
which, if taken into consideration by the administrator, will simplify many prob~
lerns. Analogies are drawn between Nav.aho and white practices, such as the use
of liniments, ointments, poultices, emetics, and inhalants, which can be utilized
by the doctor in explaining his prescriptions. The authors suggest that closer
co-operation between Navaho medicine man and white physician,- both of whom
are interested in healing the sick, might produce amazing results in improving the
health of the tribe.
Anyone who uses an interpreter in working with Navahos will find the comments on language useful. Detailed illustrations are given of English speech patterns used by one interpreter (these correspond well with speech patterns others
have observed) and suggestions are made as to phraseology which carries the clearest
meaning.
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Three life histories in autobiographical form are included. They give an
insight into certain aspects of Navaho life and form an addition to material already
available for the study of linguistic patterning.
'
There are also a simple table of kinship terms, for use in identifying Navaho
relationships, and a short bibliography.
i

FLORA

L. BAILEY

The Wake of the Prairie Schooner, by Irene D. Paden; with pen and ink drawings
by the author. New York: The Macmillan Company, 1943. $3.00.
Westward the Women, by Nancy Wilson Ross. New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1944.

$2·75·
Traveling the famous California-Oregori Trail first via Irene Paden's The Wake
of the Prairie Schooner and then with H:estward the Wom~n, by Nancy Wilson
Ross, presents some of the contrasts between making the trip in a wagon train
and retraveling it in a modern station w~on. The former covers the miles slowly,
racking the reader with the lurch of wagons, the dizzying descent of precipitous
mountain trails, the tragedy and comedy of humanity on the march. Miss Ross,
on the other hand, whisks us to our desti~ation without such detailed knowledge
of the road, but with more time left over to ponder the significance of the journey.
The wagon train includes most of the articulate individuals who trod the early
Trail; a small group of women, each one chosen by the driver for a definite reason,
fills the more limited space of the automobile. The tempo of the two books is
admirably suited to their different purposes: Mrs. Paden wants us to see the Trail
and the people. who stumbled into history down its dusty, rutted course; Miss
Ross concentrates on the significance of their lives after their arrival and their
contributions to the American West.
The Wake of the Prairie Schoone!, a book which grew naturally out of the
trail-hunting penchant of the Paden family,; is as authentic as the deep wagon rots
that still scar our Western prairies. This authenticity stems both from the thorough study by the Padens of all available records of the Trail (see the twenty-fivepage, clqsely spaced bibliographyl) and from their first-hand acquaintance with
it during the nine summers they spent tracing its every turn from Independence,
Missouri, to its western termini. The" encyclopedic dullness that might have
resulted is happily avoided by Mrs. Paden's humorous style, her sense of the dra- _'
matic, and her zestful interest in the lives of her people. If a tenderfoot like me
occasionally bogs down in details as close-packed as the quicksand at the·· ford on
River Platte, it's my own fault, nott4e author's.
.Since the destination is the .important thing in· Westward the Women, Miss
Ross does not linger unduly on the trail. Each of her characters represents a type
of westering woman; together they add up to the sum total of the importance of
women in the new land. From the first woman to cross the mpuntains into Oregon,
blonde Narcissa WhItman, who paid with her life for her temerity, to Bethenia
Owens-Adair, first to surmount the manmade barriers imposed on the activities
of her sex, each of these early women contributed her part to the spread of the
American democracy from coast to' coas~ Miss Ross writes sympathetically and
surely, climaxing her work with an appeal to American. women of today to repay

the
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their debt to the pioneers by proving that their successors have not gone soft~ that
they can and will assume their responsibility for developing to greater heights the
freedoms already gained.
.
. Both The Wake of the Prairie Schooner and Westward the Women are books
of great value to all those interested in their subject. Related in material and· complemen~ in purpose~ they should sit side by side on the bookshelves of all
collectors of the Americana of the West.
TH~LMA

CAMPBELL

From Hell to Breakfast, edited by MOOy C. Boatright and Donald Day. Texas FolkLore Society Publications~ Number XIX~ J. Frank Dobie~ general editor. Austin
and Dallas: Texas Folk-Lore Society and 'University Press~ Southern Methodist
University~ 1944. No price indicated.
In From Hell to Breakfast Messrs. Boatright and Day take you there and
back again, along a "far piece and a lot of territory" on the trail of Texas folklore.
The assembly of authors is just as varied as the scenery, for it includes twenty
people whose only kinship is apparently their interest in sayings and doings of the
common man-God bless him. Editor, professor, foreign correspondent, student,
petroleum engineer, naval officer, and Christian preacher, they combine their bits
of folklore patchwork into a sprightly quilt nearly wide enough in scope to cover
Texas. The book' opens with the Negro and closes with the land chicaneries of
the bustling Bo.wie known as Jim. And in between the Negroes and Bowie roam
all kinds of people, from Indians, Mexican Munchausens, cattle barons, oil patchers,
down to panthers and morons.
The Negro folk tales are highly colored with religious fervor., You can hear
the waters gurgle as the brethren splash to glory along "de Jurdan's stormy banks."
Four bits of Mexicana follow. No hymn shouting here, but the tall tales of adventurous men a bit. on the embustero side. One gay fellow especiallyl He jumps
into the yawning mouth of a bull to escape the Apaches, and there comfortably
camped in the bull's stomach he spends a cozy week or two cutting off beefsteaks
from their native heath-not a bad fate for anyone these days. The most charming of the l'v:(exican folk tales is the "Legend of the Tengo Frio Bird," by Henry
B. Yelvington, former newspaper man and foreign correspondent. Mr. Yelvington dictated. the legend from his sick bed, and died soon after the book went to the
press. However, reallYligood folklorists, like old soldiers, never die, and Mr. Yelvington's delicate appreciation of native legend lives on with his queer little bird
which reminded him of a fussy old maid with her hair all awry who has come to
breakfast late to get her coffee.
Alice L Marriott, who, according to the editors, understands the intimate life
of the Oklahoma Indian better than anyone~ is resPonsible for two of the inost
attractive stories in the collection: '<Dancing Makes Fun" and IIDancing Makes
Rain," descriptive of Osage dances. These do not follow the exact pattern of
folklore in that they are highly spiced with the author's own impressions and appreciations, exactly the reason why these two little sketches are so enticing to the
casual reader.
.
The folk pattern of the white man in Texas is more varied but far less appealing than that of his Indian~ Negro, or Mexican brothers. While the Negro shouts
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to glory as he flounders in his stream of religion, while the Mexican casts a naughty
lance at truth, while the Indian steps softly to his gods, the white man 59 often
expresses himself with crude practical jokes which leave th~ sting of cruelty
behind. ~'White Comanche" of Mr. Jeffries deals with the pranks of school boys,
effervescent little darlings who practically' kill each other in sheer good fellowship.
"Old Newt, the Practical Joker," contributed by Myrtle Sloan Land, is the essence
of yokel humor. Even "Leaves of MesqUite Grass," gleanings from old newspapers, are nettled with anecdotes of pioneer good clean fun whiCh are tainted with
.
both mental and physical callousness.
And then there is the chapter devoted to "Moron Jokes"t Like the Katzenjammer Kids the little morons may become folklore in a couple of centuries, but
at present they are too near to us to be more than mildly boring, especially
when one's own favorite moron joke is left out. . But we would not end on a sour
note. From Hell to Breakfast is an excellent enough collection of folklorica to
make the ardent New Mexican long for a siniilar collection of his own state's stories.
MARGARET

PAGE

HOOD

Cavalryman out of the West: Life of General William Carey Brown, by George
Francis Brimlow. Caldwell, Idaho: ~he Caxton Printers, Ltd., 1944. $5.00.
As a Cavalryman Remembers, by George .Brydges Rodney. Caldwell, Idaho: The
Caxton Printers, Ltd., 1944. $4.00.
George Brydges Rodriey~ author of As a Cavalryman Remembers, served in
the border wars of 1916 under General, then Colonel, William Carey Brown, who
is the subject of George Francis Brimlow'sbiography, Cavalryman Out of the West.
Together these books present as complete a picture as can be found anywhere of
the distinguished contribution made by cavalry officers and men to the security
of the United States. George Brydges Rodney, first lieutenant of the Twenty..
seventh U. S. Volunteer Infantry aIJd captain with the Fifth Cavalry, wrj,tes as a
professional (during his years of service he wrote thirty-five" novels of romance
. and adventure); he makes of his book a personal and interesting narrative. His
memory serves to recali stich episodes as his experience with the undertaker who
was sent out on the troopship Grant, carrying an introduction marked SECRET
an~ CONFIDENTIAL.' This gentleman, tall, thin, and dreSsed in the most correct
morning clothes with a tube.rose boutonniere and white kid gloves, appeared on
board ship with six caskets and three large pale blue kegs labelled "Embalming
Fluid." Through all the storms, -when only a camel with ""seven stomachs coUld
have kept its feet, old "Secret and Confidential," as Lieutenant Rodney designated hiIp., remained fresh and dapper. He even went ,around demonstrating to some
of the victims of seasickness ,a patented device to get the head of a corpse into
correct positiont Mter the storm subsided arid the survivors sought better cheer,
the commanding officer noticed a tipsiness in crew and men that coUld not be
ascribed to the ocean waves~ He sent Rodney to investigate. The young lieutenant found the entire outfit drunk, aDd the source of inebriants was the undertaker's three kegs of embalming fluid. They had been filled with rum, and Mr.
"Secret and Confidential's" pockets had been filling with coins for days before
he disembarked -on the dock at HonolUlu. In that city the empty kegs were dropped
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ashore, and the six caskets in turn were filled with apples that had just been received
from the mainlandI
George F. Brimlow consulted General William Carey BroWJ!l in '1934 for help
in preparing a thesis on the Bannock Indian War of 1878. Some months before
the General died, he authorized Brimlow to proceed with his biography, urging him
to write a book that would be accurate, not boastful. General Brown was a West
Point man, entering the academy as a plebe in 1873 and graduating in 1876. He
was commissioned as se~nd lieutenant·in the Second Cavalry and later transf~rred
to the First Cavalry, where he served for a quarter of a century: in the Indian fights
of the Northwest against th~ Bannocks and Paiutes, in the campaigns against the
Sioux, who were aroused by the Ghost Dance ritual, and finally in Arizona where
Apaches and Navajos were stirring up trouble.
Both Rodney and Brown saw service in the Philippines and their accounts
agree on the menace of Japan, the bravery and barbarity of Filipinos as guerrilla
fighters, and the unpreparedness of the American soldiery in the island. One little
item about the commissary is enlightening. ,Captain Rodney repGrts that an inventory showed that the Quartermaster Department continued shipping white collars
to the Philippines whHe the regiment to which the collars were consigned wastransferred to Mexico. Although collars had not been used for ten years, a total of
seven thousand four hundred and thirteen of them accunfulated--in the storehouses
before the purchase and shipment were stopped.
Mr. Brimlow gives an especially interesting account of the actual story of Lieutenant Andrew Summers _Rowan, who was given orders by President McKinley to
deliver a message to General Calixto Garcia, insurrectionist against Spanish rule
in Cuba. The message which Rowan carried was oral, not a letter sealed "in' an
oilskin pouch, strapped over his heart" as recounted by Elbert Hubbard. Other
discrepancies in Hubbard's account are pointed out as well.
The two books parallel one another in describing the pursuit of Vill~ by
Pershing during the spring of 1916, but each supplies vivid details of the rugged
life of cavalrymen, of their courage, endurance, and discipline. Villa was not captured, put his forces were frayed and disorganized. The Mexican leader was driven
back into the hills where seven years later he fell by the hand of-an unknown
assassin.
Colonel Rodney concludes his book with a tribute that incorporates the sentimen~ felt by the officers and men of'all cavalry troops.

·

-

They go past in a whirl of dust, the guidons whipping and snapping
in the wind of their own passage. Then, when the rearmost troop has
· passed, the band, without any order breaks suddenly into the loved
cavalry gallop, "Bonny Dundee," and I see the leading troop take the
gallop. I catch the distant thunder of the hoofbeats like surf on a
· rocky beach, and I hear the snarl of the kettledrums as they send the
regiment past the saluting base in "Column of Troops," eyes straight
to the front, horses closing well to the center, and I hear the low,
hoarse commands of the file closers as the troops whirl past JPe:
"On the center dressl Mind the pace and the dressing'll take care
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of itseH. You, Devlinl Let that horse alone. He knows a hell of a
lot more'n you do."
They are past. The band slowly counteI:Dlarches, turning on its
own center, sheathes its instruments, and heads for the distant stables,
and the red dust settles down again over a cavalryman;s world. .
T. M.

PEARCE

Free World Theatre~ Nineteen New Radio Pla'1s~ edited by Arch Oboler and
Stephen Longstreet. New York: Random House, 1944. $2.75.
The publication of this fine collection of radio dramas is indeed timely.
While leaders of men throughout the world center their thoughts upon the problem of planning a peace worthy of the sacrifices of this war, great effort should
be made by Intelligent craftsmen to develop in all men an awareness of challenging
problems of the war and especially of possible concepts in the future peace. This
, collection of radio dramas is just such an effort. It is propaganda in the finest
sense, as Thomas Mann describes it in the introduction: "propaganda insofar as
it is effective, absorbing, and entertaining ... awakes our hearts ... and summons
them to hate all evil and to believe in a better world as the ttmt of victory."
The plays, all of which have been presenJcd as a series over the Blue Network,
are the result of a co-operative effort of the Hollywood Writers' Mobilization, actors,
and radio personnel.. The published collection is their answer to the great need
for radio drama challenging enough to attract listeners among the upper brackets
of intelligence and convincing enough to stimulate thought concerning vital truths.•
The basic plan of the series provided that each dramatized incident stem from
a potent statement o~ a great leader. The roster of these q>ntributors of source
mate~al is an illustrious one: President Roosevelt, Madam Ivy Litvinov, Cordell
Hull, General H. H ..Arnold, Arturo Toscanini, William Allen White, and others.
The imposing list of writers making intelligent use of this source material
includes Arch Oboler, represented by five plays, Stephe~ Longstreet, Samson
Raphaelson, Pearl Buck, Howard Estabrook, and Talbot Jennings. Theirs' was a
difficult task: to create, through the medium of drama, an incident' which would
retain the stimulating characteristics of that medium and, at the same time, convey
clearly the abstract, and in many cases highly idealistic, concept expressed in the
words upon which the play is based. This difficult challenge is not met equally
successfully by all of the writers. None of the dramas fails to pass on the basic
truth of an important comment. In many there is a great degree of drama; iQ
others, very little. In all of them, no doubt, the dramatic effectiveness would be
greatly increased when they were produced with good actors, with the use of the
theme music and sound effects possible in·every studio.
.
Among the particularly successful plays are Arch Oboler's "The People March~"
a plea for a world of the future centering around the improved status· of the
common man; Allan Scott's "Your Day Is qoming," based upon a statement of the
late Manuel Quezon and commenting upon the need for c;J.estruction of racial
barriers. "The Last Will and Testament of Tom Smith," by Stephen Longstreet,
is one of the best based upon factual mat~al of this war. ··F.rom a statement by
General Arnold, Mr. Longstreet has written a deeply moving drama following
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through the last thoughts of one of the American aviators' captured after the first
Tokyo raid. If the poignant simplicity and beauty of Tom's bequests. as he nears
death by shooting, do not' arouse a desire to avenge a great evil and to wipe from
the future any possibility of repetition of the tragedies of war. then drama as
propaganda has failed. One may hope that the qualities of caricature and satire
present in Samson Raphaelson's "General Armchair" emerge more effectively in
production than from the printed page.
The last play of the.collection is another of Mr. Obol~r's, "V Day," developed
from. words of President Roosevelt. It states simply and effectively the desired
relationship between the victorious soldiers of the Allies iIi Germany and the spirit
of men of that country who died there because of their ahti-Nazi belief. In spite
of the factual subtitle of the volume. this final drama is number twenty. No
explanation is given. Perhaps this is just an additional mark of generosity quite
in keeping with the spirit of the whole project.
The Hollywood Writers Mobilization offers these plays royalty free for noncommercial broadcasts. if they are used to further the war effort. It is a generous
offer of excellent material. Immediate and widespread production should bring
increasingly larger audiences both here and abroad. No instrument will be able to
measure the results of this intelligent use of radio drama as propaganda.
ELL,EN

The Ho'llywood Hallucination, by Parker Tyler.
Inc.• 1944. $2·50.
.

CROWE

New York: Creative Age Press,

Speaking of the coerced spectator Henry James wrote. "AU-my life had taken
refuge in my eyes. which the procession of events appeared to have committed
itself to keep astare." The Hollywood movie camera is a different sort of refuge
with a larger audience. and with its own commitments.
Tyler's critique of the American film begins with the substitution by the industry of the charade for the original story, a process involving a complex departmentalizing of the material rather similar to production-line mel!hods: writer, director, producer, star, camera man, film editor. not to mention the minor "transforming" agencies. Since a charade ,is a pantomime. Tyler emphasizes the
"approximateness" relation between the guessed-at word (plot) and the pantomime
itself; it is this original primitivism of intention that distinguishes the Hollywood
metaphysic from all others. Into the vacuum created by the absence of a cinematic
form rush various effects. The "human mask" is confused with "personality," and
\.hoth terms with the necessities of the ac::tor; the camera over-exploits the theme, or
finds its tangents. leaving the narrative behind. Cinema
sexual morality in its
"!1lI
ambiguous convention ("They Did or They Didn't") becomes a stock disguise
whose deliberateness.is typical of the culture's moral ambience. for the profundities of American hypocrisy are at least as gross in the films as off.
. There are long examinations of the central figures: the· female "strip-tease
personalities" that Tyler calls comnamb~es (they say "yes" involuntarily). who
along with their erotic male counterpar~ persuade us to take part in the film
ourselves. to violate the screen for the sake of our desires; Villain and Herq who
share the same kind of moral ambiguity-the sentimental narcissistic gangster with
$
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his impossible glory and dose l'elationship to· both Raskolnikov and Superman
participates in the same circles of violent· action and potential auc;li~ce sym_:
pathy as· the better educated hero wh~ makes a bad choice legally and so exposes
himself to film version of the Fall. These "bucqneers of 'parlor, bedroom, and
bath'" in the Divine Hierarchy exhibit with their consorts the fate of the pseudodivine: a Happy Ending which in its burlesque of the Christian Resurrection alSo
parodies charism and the Redemption.
~~
''
Mickey Mouse as the mechanized self permits a convenient antithesis' with
Frankenstein's creation, the nineteenth-century symbol of mechanization, but I wish
that Tyler had more fully treated him as a Form of Being with his ultimate sterilization by the processes which created him, and had found space for the "crazy"
elements represented by Bugs Bunny, tha~ vehicle of the Divine Irrational eIn.,'l
bodied in the free animal among the maChines. His kind of ecstasy js a most .
revealing aspect of Hollywood's heretical mysticism, and like his predecessor, Dohald
Duck in The Three Cab,alleros, he has become more human than his live comped-,
tors, for as Tyler puts it, "life ... is what h~ppens between ... Hollywood and the
movie public."
ROB~RT

BROWN

Henry James: the Major Phase, by F. O. Matthiessen. London, Toronto, and New
York: Oxford 'University Press, 1944. $2.50'
The proper relating of style with matter and the just evaluation of Henry
James have been general and specific problems of frequent concern to contemporary literary critics. In both, Mr. Matthiessen has made important contributions.
His American Renaissance (1941) provided a real base for further inquiry into the
general problem. In sections of that book and in separate papers, Mr. Mafthiessen
had also written on James. Now, in T,he Major Phase, he has tried to evaluate
James' style and matter through analysis of the three great later novels and otother
related work.
Whether or not one accepts the ,author's reathetic theory, he will surely value
~e explications de texte that make up a greater part of th~ book. These, as the
earlier ones in American Renaissance, rank with 'the finest of our time. Use of the
unpublished notebooks (an edition of which is promised in the preface) enhances
the work further. But even Without them Mr. Matqriessen's perception would
make the book a worthy one.
In attempting a synthesis of James' ~sthetic, social, and moral aspects, the
author achieves a rather less happy result. The reader will feel a growing excitement as he follows towards what promises to be a final resolution, but he will
probably be disappointed when he nears the end and is told' that "... the world
, portrayed in [James'] nove~s is of substantial value to us in recharting our'Own
world, if only by providing us with a target to ~oot against." Although Mr.
Matthiessen remarks James' failures often enough, he-does not insist upon them
as he insists upon Jam~' greatness.
Sympathy with his subject has sometimes led him into identification. Thus
his characterizing the book as his "contribution to the war effo~," though praise-worthy in intent, smacks rather too much of the Jamesian ambrosia for most tastes.
, ~ere com~s to mind Helen Hokinson's cartoon with its hugely sensitive clubwome~ packing up books for soldiers (caption: "I wonder. if we couldn't convert
>
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some of the boys to Henry James."). Yet if we are reminded of tlhe ~n, we
will do well to treat it as a complex symbol that has meanings other than a derogatory one. "Some of the boys" should find Mr. Matthiessed's book the year's best.
GEORGE

ARMS

Petn Domanig: Morning in Viennal by Victor White. Indiawpolis and New York:
!he Bobbs-Merrill Company, 1944. ~b.oo.
A novel written in New Mexico about a boyhood in Vienna· does not necessarily come within the range of interest of a regional review. But for some ten
years in Taos, with interludes of teaching in other places, Victor White worked
at this n~vel. The result is a solid and substantial work in a style without mannensm and with complete naturalness of idiom. Mr. White is said, to be working
on another novel with American setting. This book will bear watching out for,
since Peter Domanig shows intense honesty, sound workmanship without any
flashiness" and the old-fashioned virtues of thorough characterization of a host of
people and thorough immersion in a milieu.
It is not greatly important, therefore, that the book perhaps fails to achieve
.,the intensity that its theme demands. It is the story of the narrow escape, of a
boy from a ruthless anti-social nature, from lust for power, from outright criminal
behavior. If society, Mr. White says, will put artificial disabilities upon some
people-the boy's illegitimacy in this case-those with strong natures will develop
a devilish' strength and cunning in getting even. Now, Peter Domanig feels the
hurt of his social disability but not with the intensity that would turn his pain
into high drama. Once in the feud with Herr Kropfl. the~ boy is driven to the
brink where hate glows. But on the whole Peter is nicer, tamer, more normal
than the darkly introspective characters of the best fiction of this sort who give all
for hate. Peter's ambitiousness is tempered, too, by plain sweetness and even commonplaceness of nature, so that he achieves endearing qualities rather than aweinspiring ones. Indeed, the more one thinks about the matter the more one is
convinced that the comparisons (on the jacket) to Dostoievski and Stendhal are
entirely misleading. Mr. White has wisely done about all that a twentieth-century
writer dare, and that is to document well the commonplace and to avoid the terrific
intensity of the completely dramatic situation or the completely heroic character.
The unexplained and unnecessary desperateness of Peter's desire to apprentice
himself to the hardware merchant perhaps gives the clue to the great structural •
£aptt of the book: it is an author's choice and nOl truly a character's fate. But,
although Mr. White hints at a high theme which he does not fully or dramatically
explore, it is, as we said before, not greatly important that he co~es, or seems to
come, a little short of his· intention. for this failure or lapse leaves him free to
work well within his' characteristic excellence, namely, the Citching of a variety
of characters and the feel of a place.
The book, in other words, is unusually excellent realism, its effects cumulative,
its balance almost studied. Peter's hate .afl.d his sweetness, his hurt and his enjoyment of life, Kathi's abominable Puritanism and her admirable doggedness, above
all, Vienna's sad charm and her revolting do-nothingism-all these are carefully
balanced, show the ambivalence of mind of an almost perfect reporter who prob• ably has by no means written himself out in his first novel, however autobiographical it1nay be.
DUD LEV Wv N N
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